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Abstract—We focus on C-RAN random access protocols for IoT
devices that yield low-latency high-rate active-device detection
in dense networks of large-array remote radio heads. In this
context, we study the problem of learning the strengths of
links between detected devices and network sites. In particular,
we develop recommendation-system inspired algorithms, which
exploit random-access observations collected across the network
to classify links between active devices and network sites across
the network. Our simulations and analysis reveal the potential
merit of data-driven schemes for such on-the-fly link classification
and subsequent resource allocation across a wide-area network.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key challenge for 5G and beyond-5G deployments will
be, without doubt, a seamless integration of Internet of Things
(IoT) services, as these are expected to span a very broad
range of application scenarios and technical requirements.
The envisioned high IoT device diversity and density make
the problem even more challenging. It is also expected that
large antenna arrays, massive MIMO, and the centralized radio
access network (C-RAN) architecture will be an integral part
of future deployments and can be exploited to enable efficient
network access to IoT devices.
While future networks may need to accommodate humon-
gous numbers of IoT devices, the communication requirements
of most IoT devices are expected to be intermittent and
sporadic. As a result, random access (RA) protocols are
ideally suited for serving IoT devices. Most existing RA works
consider cellular RA, i.e., access to a single-site [1], [2]. RA
protocols for C-RAN architectures, however, are also gaining
attention [3], [4].
Recent advances in cellular RA include coded and slotted
versions of ALOHA, and compressed sensing (CS) techniques
aiming to exploit the inherent sparsity in user activity (see
e.g., [1]). Some of the benefits offered by massive MIMO
have already been exploited in cellular RA, and include spatial
collision resolution (see e.g., [2]).
Several C-RAN RA methods have emerged recently. [3]
leverages CS for sparse user detection, and clustering of
nearby base stations (BS) to reduce computational complexity.
[4] also exploits CS techniques for user detection, but, unlike
[3], it performs user detection and channel estimation jointly
by modeling a two-dimensional sparsity, i.e., sparsity in both
device activity and device-site connectivity. While the two-
dimensional sparsity model is well-suited to C-RAN architec-
tures with IoT devices, the computational complexity in [4]
scales up with the number of antennas at both BSs and users.
Contention-based cellular RA is preferred in LTE as a means
for accommodating IoT devices with sparse and intermittent
activity [5]. Uplink (UL) pilot collisions, detected by a BS, are
resolved using additional message exchanges between BS and
users [5]. The inherent delays in resolving collisions reduce the
appeal of these schemes, especially in the presence of networks
with small cells and high IoT densities.
In this work, we consider C-RAN RA protocols that enable
high detection rates of active devices in the network and study
the problem of learning the large-scale channel gains of the
links between detected devices and C-RAN sites. Such link
information can be leveraged for scheduling, load-balancing,
and interference suppression to greatly improve performance
in dense massive MIMO deployments [6], [7].
We focus on a user-centric architecture of the type intro-
duced in [8] that leverages dense deployments of large-array
remote radio heads (RRHs) and virtual sectorization. This
architecture is ideal for IoT RA, as it allows on-the-fly low-
latency detection of active devices across the C-RAN coverage
area. It also greatly outperforms conventional cellular RA in
terms of density of simultaneously detected devices [8], [9].
In the context of these RA protocols, we present techniques
for learning the strengths of links between detected devices
and RRH sectors in the network. By jointly processing the
individual RRH sector device-detection reports via a frame-
work borrowed from recommendation systems [10], the pro-
posed methods are able to effectively classify the strengths of
links between detected devices and RRH sectors not directly
available in the detection reports. Our proposed schemes only
exploit prior knowledge of the distances between RRH sites,
but no knowledge of active-device locations.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes the C-
RAN RA schemes of interest. The problem of learning the
strengths of as many links as possible is considered in detail
in Sec. III. Sec. IV presents a brief simulation-based evaluation
of the link classification schemes proposed in Sec. III. Finally
Sec. V provides concluding remarks and directions for future
investigations.
II. C-RAN RANDOM ACCESS
In this section we present the RA schemes of interest in this
work. We consider a C-RAN of B large antenna-array BSs
spanning a wide geographical area and serving a very large
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number of IoT devices, each with a single antenna. Similar to
[8], [11], spatial processing is applied at each BS to create S
virtual sectors, for a total of V “ SB sectors in the network.
The set of all BS sectors is indexed via the index v “ Sb`s P
V “ t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , V ´ 1u, where b P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , B ´ 1u is the
BS index, and s P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , S ´ 1u.
We consider a slotted RA scheme, according to which
blocks of time-frequency resources, referred to as RA blocks,
are reserved for RA [5]. For convenience, we consider a
timeline where RA blocks are periodically reserved. A single
frame is formed by one RA block and the following block
of resources dedicated to serving the active devices detected
during the RA block in the frame. The RA block within the
f -th frame is referred to as the f -th RA block. See Fig. 1.
We model the device access-request arrival process as a
Poisson process with a rate of λin device requests between
consecutive RA blocks (over the geographical area spanned
by the network). Any device with an “arriving” access request
waits for the next RA block to access the network and remains
“active” until it is detected. It is served in the serving block
following the RA-block it is detected. We also let Rf denote
the active users in the f -th frame.
During the f -th RA block, active devices in Rf broadcast
uniquely distinguishable uplink pilots and a subset of them,
Df , is detected by the network. In the C-RAN RA scheme
we consider, an active user is considered to be detected by the
network as long as at least one sector detects its unique ID
during RA.
Much like any RA protocol, not all active devices in an RA
block are detected. The subset of active devices, Rf ´ Df
that are not detected are “queued”, i.e., continue to be active
in later RA-blocks. Thus, the active devices in frame f , either
arrived in frame f ´ 1, or in an earlier frame but have not yet
been detected.
An important property of a good RA protocol is keeping
stable queue sizes. By letting λout
∆“ limNÑ8 1N
řN
f“1 |Df |
denote the device detection rate, it is important that the RA
scheme is stable with respect to λin, that is, λout “ λin.
This implies that the active user rate per frame, λra
∆“
limNÑ8 1N
řN
f“1 |Rf | does not diverge.
For a stable RA protocol, the ratio λin{λra is inversely
proportional to the expected delay (in RA frames) that a device
waits before it is detected. A desired average delay of 1{ρ can
be achieved if, λin (and λout “ λin) is greater than ρλra.
Stable RA protocols that yield short expected detection delays
while keeping RA-block overheads low are highly desirable.1
At this stage it is worth contrasting the slotted RA scheme
in consideration against LTE-PRACH. LTE employs a form
of slotted RA that can be modeled at an abstract level via the
schematic in Fig. 1. However, each device in LTE is associated
with a single BS, and therefore, PRACH is designed for RA
between devices and a single BS. To enable such cellular RA,
resource reuse is employed within the RA block in LTE, so
1In this work, the RA-block overheads are proportional to the number of
random-access slots, or “pilot dimensions”, reserved in an RA-block.
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Fig. 1. Slotted RA: RA frames and blocks
that the RA-block pilot dimensions used within a cell are
not available in nearby cells. That loss in overhead efficiency
in LTE is well known. In practice, it is alleviated by using
partially overlapped pilot resources in nearby cells, which
inherently results in intercell RA-block interference. An ad-
ditional difference arises from the fact that, in LTE, collisions
are resolved via a sequence of message exchanges between
a BS and its colliding devices. In contrast, the C-RAN RA
schemes we consider rely on instantaneous user identification
and collision detection, thereby resulting in lower detection
delays and lower protocol complexity.
The proposed C-RAN slotted RA enables very flexible
operation in the serving block as it enables instantaneous
association of the detected devices to one or multiple BS
sectors in the network. Efficient network operation, whether
cellular, CoMP (coordinated multipoint), or cell-free, can be
enabled if channel conditions between detected devices and
nearby sectors are available to the network. As an example,
in massive MIMO deployments, network performance can be
greatly improved via optimized scheduling, load-balancing,
and interference suppression, if the large-scale channel gains
(link gains) between devices and BS sectors are available [6],
[7]. In Sec. II-A, we describe the specific C-RAN RA protocol
we consider for detecting devices. It is based on an adaptation
of coded pilot designs of [9] for RA.2 Assuming the RA
protocol of Sec. II-A, in Sec. III we consider the problem of
effectively classifying the strengths of links between detected
devices and BS sectors in an effort to enable efficient C-RAN
operation during the serving blocks in each frame.
A. RA protocol based on coded pilot designs of [9]
In this section, we describe the protocol according to which
active devices engage in RA along with the mechanisms used
at the network side to detect active devices. We focus on a
fixed but arbitrary RA frame, f , and, for convenience, omit
the dependence of all parameters and variables on the RA
frame index, f . We assume that the link gain between any
sector v and any device u, gvu, stays constant for the duration
of the frame. We classify the link between sector v and device
u, as strong when the link strength exceeds a predetermined
(operator chosen) Γ, and as weak otherwise.
In the protocol we consider, each RA block comprises T
RA pilot slots during which each active device in R can access
2The collision detection capability of these codes for RA is also advocated
in [2].
the medium. In any pilot slot, each active device accesses the
medium with probability p. In particular, the pilot activity of
device j P R in pilot slot t is captured by a Bernoulli(p) ran-
dom variable, χjptq. The χjptq’s are statistically independent
in j and t. The RA overhead parameter T and the access
probability p are chosen by the network operator, and are
assumed fixed and known to all the devices in the network.
The RA protocol we consider leverages the UL pilot designs
considered in [9] together with large-antenna arrays at each
BS. Each device is a priori statically assigned a unique pilot
codeword that the device uses in any slot that it sends a pilot.
By appropriately processing its pilot-slot observations through
its large array, each BS is able to obtain the IDs of any active
device that is the only one with a strong link to one of its
sectors among all the active devices broadcasting a pilot in a
given pilot slot [9]. In particular, the combination of the codes
in [9] and the BS processing enable a BS sector to gather the
following information during a fixed but arbitrary pilot slot:
(i) when multiple active devices with strong links to the BS
sector transmit pilots in the slot, the BS sector detects a
collision;
(ii) when no active devices with strong links to the BS sector
transmit pilots in the slot, the BS sector detects silence;
(iii) when a single active device with a strong link to the BS
sector transmits a pilot in the slot, the sector detects the
user ID and obtains an accurate estimate of the link gain.
Each BS sector provides the information it has gathered
through its T pilot slots to the central unit. By merging this
information the central unit is able to obtain D, the set of
detected active devices across the whole network. It is also
able to obtain additional valuable information, including: (i)
VHt : the set of sectors that detected silence on pilot dimension
t; (ii) Vj : the set of sectors that detected the j-th active device
(assuming all active devices in D are re-indexed from 1 to |D|);
(iii) V´,jt : the set of sectors that on pilot dimension t detected
a device different from j; (iv) link gains between BS sectors
and the active devices they detected.
III. CLASSIFYING THE ACTIVE DEVICE LINKS
In this section we focus on classifying the strengths of as
many links between active devices and BS sectors as possible
based on the information provided in the RA reports of all
the BS sectors. In particular, focusing on a fixed but arbitrary
RA frame, the goal is to classify at the central unit the links
between the BS sectors and the detected devices into two
classes: strong and weak. Each BS sector’s RA report contains
T entries, one per pilot dimension. In accordance to the RA
protocol in Sec. II, for each t P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T u, each sector
reports one of the following: (i) a pilot collision; (ii) pilot
silence; (iii) device detection, along with the identity of the
detected device and the associated link gain.
In Sec. III-A we formulate the strong link detection problem
of interest. In Sec. III-B we present a baseline scheme that
classifies link strengths by processing the RA report infor-
mation per detected device (i.e., individually). Specifically,
the central unit processes the sector RA reports separately
per device, and, in the process, infers all the information it
can regarding links between the given device and BS-sectors.
In Sec. III-C, we develop a class of methods motivated by
what are referred to as recommendation systems. These online
methods jointly classify the links of all detected devices across
the network, exploiting in the process the inherent spatial
correlation in the link strengths of nearby detected devices
without making use of device location information.
A. Problem Formulation
We focus on the problem of classifying the strengths of all
links in the network (i.e., between all detected devices and all
BS sectors) as strong and weak, during a fixed but arbitrary
RA frame f and omit the dependence of all parameters and
variables on the RA frame index, f . The link gains between
the V BS sectors and the set of D detected devices in the frame
are compactly represented via a V ˆ|D| matrix G. By letting
oj P D denote the ID of the j-th detected device in the frame,
the pi, jq-th entry of G contains the link gain between the i-th
BS sector and the j-th detected device, i.e., Gi,j “ gi,oj .
Links are classified as weak or strong based on the com-
parison against a predefined classification threshold Γ. To this
end, we refer to the V ˆ |D| matrix C, with pi, jq-th entry
Ci,j “
#
1 if Gi,j ě Γ,
0 otherwise
(1)
as the hypothesis matrix. The task of interest amounts to
forming a classifier pC at the central control unit using the
BS sector RA reports, so that pC is as close to C as possible.
The classification performance is measured in terms of
probability of detection and probability of false alarm, viz.,
PD “ Pr
´pCi,j “ 1|Ci,j “ 1¯ , (2a)
PF “ Pr
´pCi,j “ 1|Ci,j “ 0¯ . (2b)
Our performance evaluations rely on estimates of the quantities
in (2) obtained over N RA frame realizations with large N :
pPD “ 1
N
Nÿ
f“1
ř
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“1uř
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
, (3a)
pPF “ 1
N
Nÿ
f“1
ř
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“0uř
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“0u
, (3b)
and where we made the dependence of pC and C on the RA
frame index, f , explicit.
B. Baseline Scheme
In this section, we present a baseline scheme, which obtains
an estimate pC by processing the RA reports separately per
detected device. The baseline classifier exploits the fact that
some entries of C are directly available or can be indirectly
inferred from the BS-sector RA reports. Let Ω denote the
subset of pi, jq entries of the matrix C (i.e., subset of links)
where the value Ci,j is known to the central controller. Also,
let sΩ denote the complement of Ω, i.e., the set comprising of
all pi, jq entries for which Ci,j is not known to the controller.
Naturally, the baseline scheme sets pCi,j “ Ci,j for all
pi, jq P Ω. Furthermore, the baseline scheme applies a
randomized decision to determine the value of pCi,j for each
pi, jq P sΩ. In particular, for each pi, jq P sΩ the baseline
scheme flips a biased coin whose probability of heads equals
α. The scheme sets pCi,j “ 1 if the coin-flip outcome is heads,
and sets pCi,j “ 0, otherwise. In summary,
pCi,j “
$’&’%
Ci,j if pi, jq P Ω,
1 if pi, jq P sΩ, and ci,j = “heads”
0 if pi, jq P sΩ, and ci,j = “tails” , (4)
and where ci,j denotes the α-biased coin-flip outcome associ-
ated with entry pi, jq.
Due to the randomization in the baseline scheme, its
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is piecewise
linear. With α “ 1, all links in sΩ are classified as strong,
yielding the point in the ROC with the maximum false alarm
and detection rates pPF,max, PD,max “ 1q. For the scheme
with α “ 0, all links in sΩ are classified as weak, yielding the
point in the ROC with the minimum false alarm and detection
rates pPF,min “ 0, PD,minq. Varying the value of α in the
range r0, 1s yields all the pPF, PDq points on the line segment
connecting pPF,min, PD,minq and pPF,max, PD,maxq.
We next focus on determining the set Ω, or equivalently
the set of links that can be obtained from the BS-sector RA
reports. It is convenient to express Ω as Ω “ Ω1 Y Ω0, with
Ω1 (Ω0) denoting the sets of locations of the 1’s (0’s) in C
that can be obtained from these reports.
Obtaining the known strong links from the RA reports:
Some entries of C are directly available from the RA reports.
Focusing, in particular, on the j-th detected device, for an
arbitrary but fixed index j, we note that Ci,j is available to
the controller for all sectors i that detected device j. By letting
Ω1j “ tpi, jq : i P Vju,
with Vj denoting the BS sectors that have detected the j-th de-
vice, all the 1 entries in C with coordinates in Ω1 “ Ť|D|j“1 Ω1j
are directly available at (known to) the central controller.
Inferring zeros: By preprocessing the RA report per device,
j, the baseline scheme is also able to infer additional entries
of C, and, in particular, zero entries (i.e, weak links).
First, consider any pilot dimension during which the j-th
detected device has been detected by a sector in the network:
Any sectors that detected silence or a different device (from
j) in the same pilot dimension must have a weak link to the
j-th device. This implies that the following set of entries (all
along the j-th column) of C are known to be zero:
rΩ0j “ ď
tPTj
!
pi, jq : i P VHt Y V´,jt
)
(5)
where Tj is the set of pilot slots on which the j-th (detected)
device has been detected by at least one sector in the network.
Secondly, the knowledge of the BS geographical locations
can be exploited to determine some additional weak links
across the network. For two BSs which are sufficiently far
apart, no device can have strong links simultaneously to both
BSs. Let dthr denote the distance beyond which two BSs are
sufficiently far from one another so that no device can simul-
taneously have strong links to both BSs.3 Using knowledge
of the distances between any pair of BSs in the network, the
following set of entries (all along the j-th column) of C are
also known to be zero:qΩ0j “ ď
iPVj
 pi1, jq : i1 P U i( , (6)
where Vj denotes the BS sectors that have detected the j-th
device, and where U i denotes the set of all BS sectors whose
distance from BS sector i exceeds dthr.
In summary, the set of all known zero entries of C is given
by Ω0 “ Ť|D|j“1 Ω0j , where Ω0j “ rΩ0j Y qΩ0j .
C. Matrix Completion Method
In this section we consider an online method for improving
upon the strong-link prediction performance provided by the
baseline scheme. The online method makes use of the intuitive
spatial-consistency assumption that there is an underlying
low-dimensional subspace describing the links between BS
sectors and devices in the network. Consequently, it uses the
set of strong and weak links over the set Ω of (BS-sector,
device) pairs (that are available to the central controller via the
RA reports) as data to determine the “best” low-dimensional
model and uses this model to predict and classify links in the
complement set sΩ of (BS-sector, device) pairs.
The online methods we consider fall within the class
of matrix completion problems, which have recently gained
attention in a broad range of applications. One important
application is found in recommendation systems, and includes
the “Netflix Challenge”, according to which, movie recom-
mendations are made to customers, based on their previous
ratings and other-user ratings [10]. At its core, this problem
amounts to estimating the missing entries of a rating matrix
where the matrix dimensions are the number of movies and
the number of customers. While some entries of the matrix
are already known, as some customers have rated some of the
movies, rating estimates are required for some movie-customer
pairs. Since the Netflix Challenge, various solutions have been
devised, which take into account various practical aspects
of the problem [12]. Recommendation systems research is
very active, with many state-of-the-art works exploiting deep
learning algorithms. As a proof of concept, in this paper we
exploit a vanilla solution based on matrix factorization (collab-
orative filtering with latent factor models) [10]. However, more
advanced techniques can be also used and can, in principle,
yield additional performance benefits.
3The distance dthr can be experimentally obtained. Note that with this
approach a tiny fraction of the “known” entries of C are misclassified, that
is, pCi,j “ 0, while Ci,j “ 1. Hence, although, in principle, we should have
PD,max “ 1, in our experiments PD,max is slightly less than 1.
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A device in Rf sends uplink pilot (be pilot-active) with
probability p at any pilot dimension 1 § t § T , where T is the
number of orthogonal pilot dimensions supported by an RA-
block.2 A pilot-active device sends its unique ID codeword
in the pilot dimension, it is pilot-active. The network-wide
parameter p can be tuned to optimize performance, as will be
seen later. It is assumed to be known by the devices in the
network. In this work devices can use multiple dimensions.
Collisions are allowed but collision rate is controlled by p.
Pilot designs of [?] inherently allow detecting a user’s ID
at a BS sector, when that user is the only active user with a
strong link (greater than or equal to a certain network-wide
threshold,  ) to the BS sector, among those transmitting a pilot
in the given pilot dimension.3 Enabled by the properties of
pilot codes designed in [?], each BS sector does the following
in any given pilot dimension:
(1) If a single active user among those transmitting pilots in
the slot has a strong link to the BS sector, the sector detects
the user’s ID and estimate the link gain;
(2) If there are multiple active users with strong links to the
BS sector that transmit pilots in the slot, the BS detects a
collision. IDs cannot be learned, no user is detected.
(3) If none of the pilot-active users has a strong link to the
BS sector, BS declares silence.
Central unit processes the device /collision detection infor-
mation obtained by sectors during a frame. We assume during
any frame f , for any sector v and for any device u, the link
gain between sectors v and device u stays constant and denoted
by gv,upfq.
Central unit accumulates pilot observations over many sec-
tors and pilot dimensions as follows: At any frame f and
pilot dimension t, we let Vuniq.f,t be the set of sectors detected
a unique device. Sectors in this subset passes the ID and
the link gain information of their unique user to the central
unit. For any sector v P Vuniq.f,t , let uvpf, tq be the unique
device detected by the sector on this pilot dimension. We
assume that the gain estimate for the link between uvpf, tq and
sector-v is perfect, hence the value of gv,uvpf,tqpfq is assumed
to be available to the central unit. Other sectors passes the
information of a collision or silence to the central unit. Central
unit declares the set of devices detected among all the sectors
at pilot dimension t as:
Df,t “
§
vPVuniq.f,t
tuvpf, tqu. (1)
Then set of detected devices in a frame is the union of these
sets: D¯f “ îTt Df,t.
2Due to random nature, some users who are in Rf might not send uplink
pilot in the f th RA-block, these users cannot be detected and they will try
RA in the next block.
3Link gains from a detected user to various sectors in a network can vary
widely. A link between a device and the sector detected the user can be very
strong while links form the same user to some sectors can be weak. In many
network operations, if a link is very weak, the presence of the link will not
affect the network optimization. While it is essential to know which links of
the detected users are weak, the network operator might not need to know
the specific value of a weak link. We let   be the gain threshold to classify
the links as weak or strong.
III. CLASSIFYING THE UNDETERMINED LINKS
In this section we focus on determining, at the central con-
troller, the strengths of as many links between active devices
BS-sectors as possible based on the information provided by
the RA reports of all the BS sectors. Each sector RA report
contains T entries, one per pilot dimension. In particular, for
each t P t1, 2, ..T u, each sector reports collision, silence, of
the identify of the detected user and the link gain.
For each frame, goal of the central unit is to classify
the links between the sectors and detected devices into two
classes: strong and weak; and furthermore estimate the link
gain for links that are classified as strong. Classifying all these
undetermined links is essential for network operations in a
dense network of sites. When cellular RA (single sector) is
considered, it can be argued probability of detecting a strong
link is equivalent to detecting the user itself. But this is not
true for dense site networks, where user detection rate can
be much higher than the detection rate of strong links of
these users. Unless, detection rate of strong links is increased,
detected users might not be served efficiently due to missing
link information even a lot devices are detected.
In Sec. III-A we formulate the strong link detection problem
of interest. In Sec. III-B we present a baseline scheme which
determines all the link strengths it can by processing the
RA report information per detected device (i.e., individually).
Specifically, the central controller processes the sector RA
reports individually (and independently) per device, and, in
the process, infers all the information it can regarding links
between the given device and BS-sectors. In Sec. III-C, inher-
ent correlation between gains of various links within a network
is exploited by borrowing techniques from Recommendation
Systems for our detection problem.
A. Problem Formulation
After the detection of devices, next is to detect strong
links. Consider a matrix Gpfq, V ˆ |D¯f | where each row
represents a sector and each column represents a detected
user. Entries of this matrix represent the link gains between
corresponding device and sector: Assuming some ordering for
detected devices, such that jth column corresponds to the user
in jth order. We let oj P D¯f be the ID of the, jth detected user,
thenGi,jpfq “ gi,oj pfq. We also letCpfq (hypotheses matrix)
be a V ˆ |D¯f | matrix, representing the actual classification
of the links, in other words: Ci,jpfq “ 1 if Gi,jpfq •  ;
Ci,jpfq “ 0, otherwise. We are interested in learning as many
of the entries of Ci,j as possible. We let pCpfq be an estimate
of the matrix Cpfq.
Performance of a classification method can be measured
by detection and false alarm rates. Detection is defined as
successfully declaring a strong link as strong and false alarm
is defined as wrongfully declaring a weak link as strong.
been devised taking into account various practical issues of
specific area. [?]. Research for recommendation system is
very active with various works using deep learning, etc. As
an initial proof of concept investigation, in this paper we
exploit a vanilla version solution based on matrix factorization
(collaborative filtering). [] [?]. But ce the analogy between
our problem and a recommendation system is established,
clearly more advanced techniques can be also used.
In adaptation of our problem we devise the following anal-
ogy: Sectors are analogous to movies, devices are analogous
to customers and link gains between devices and sectors are
analogous to movie ratings.
To devise matrix completion, central unit constructs the
following matrix with incomplete entries denoted by “?”:
G¯i,j “
$’&’%
Gi,j if pi, jq P ⌦1,
 ´ if pi, jq P ⌦0,
?punknownq otherwise
(10)
where  ´ †   is system paramete used to represent the
matrix entries for weak links.  ´ can be optimized.7
Matrix completion can be applied frame by frame (online-
method) or combining observations from earlier frames
(window-method). In case of the online method, the input to
the matrix completion problem is G¯ and its output is Gˆ where
unknown entries are completed using matrix factorization and
entries that are known are kept as their original value. In win-
dow m thod, besides current fra e observations, observations
from other frames might be included as well, depending on the
window size. In this section, we focus on the online method
while a window-method example is discussed in Sec. IV.
Matrix factorization methods are based on the assumption
that the rating of a movie is the result of an inner product
between the feature vector of a movie and user’s implicit
preference on these feature (which are not known, directly).
In these linear models, number of features r is assumed to
be much lower than the number of movies and customers. In
our problem, we define X be a matrix of size |D¯f | ˆ r where
each row is the corresponding user’s implicit preferences on
features, while ⇥ is the matrix of size V ˆ r representing the
feature vector of each sector. []. Matrix factorization problem
aims at finding the best ⇥ and X that can approximately con-
struct the original matrix. The following optimization problem
is employed.
min
X,⇥
ÿ
pi,jqP⌦
|G¯i,j ´ Gˇi,j |2 (11)
s.t. Gˇ “ ⇥XT
Let,⇥˚,X˚ be the optimal values, and Gˇ˚ “ ⇥˚X˚T . We
put back the known original values of the matrix as follows:
Gˆi,j “
#
G¯i,j if pi, jq P ⌦
Gˇi,j otherwise
(12)
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Varying   between minpGˆq and maxpGˆq can control the
detection and false alarm rates similar to ↵ in the randomized
decision. At an extreme where   is maximized, detection rate
is minimized (equal to PDmin) and false alarm rate is 0. At the
other extreme, when   is minimized both detection probability
(equal to PDmax) and false alarm rate are maximized.
While the two schemes (randomized decision and matrix
completion) meets at the extremes in terms of detection and
false alarm rates, their performances can be very different in
between. In the next section, our simulations show that matrix
completion can exploit the inherent correlation in the links
between different devices and sectors due to physical channel
conditions that are created by common scatterers, blockers,
etc.
Feature-Based Prediction
Though an analogy is possible, our specific problem has
its differences than a traditional rec.sys. A highly connected
sector loses lots of edges, it is not random sampling. For
example the bias issue. We might have a section about in the
Arxiv version
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, performance of the matrix completion based
classification will be compared with the randomized decisions
in terms of detection and false alarm rates as defined in
Sec. III. We will show these comparisons using the RA
protocol described in Sec. II-A when RA protocol is tuned
such that an arrival rate of  in can be accommodated with
delay requirement of 1{⇢.
A. Tuning of the RA scheme in Sec. II-A
Tuning of this scheme (choice of the p parameter) depends
on RA block size, T , arrival rate,  in and delay requirements
1{⇢. As discussed earlier, the scheme should be tuned such
that:
 out “  in and  out • ⇢ ra. (14)
been devised taking into account various practical issues of
specific area. [?]. Research for recommendation system is
very active with various works using deep learning, etc. As
an initial proof of concept investigation, in this paper we
exploit a vanilla version solution based on matrix factorization
(c llaborativ filtering). [] [?]. But onc the analogy between
our problem and a recommendation system is established,
clearly more advanced techniques can be also used.
In adaptation of our problem we devise the following anal-
ogy: Sectors are analogous to movies, devices are analogous
to customers and link gains between devices and sectors are
analogous to movie ratings.
To devise matrix completion, central unit constructs the
f llowing matrix with incom le e entries denoted by “?”:
G¯i,j “
$’&’%
Gi,j if pi, jq P ⌦1,
 ´ if pi, jq P ⌦0,
?punknownq otherwise
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where  ´ †   is system parameter used to repr sent the
matrix entries for weak links.  ´ can be optimized.7
Matrix completion can be applied frame by frame (online-
method) or combining observations from earlier frames
(window-method). In case of the online method, the input to
the matrix completion problem is G¯ and its output is Gˆ where
unknown entries re com leted using matrix factorization and
entries that are known re kept as their original value. In win-
dow method, besides current frame observations, observations
from other frames might be included as well, depending on the
window size. In this sec ion, we focus on th online method
while a window-method example is discussed in Sec. IV.
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that the rating of a movie is the result of an inner product
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Let,⇥˚,X˚ be the optimal values, and Gˇ˚ “ ⇥˚X˚T . We
put back the known original values of the matrix as follows:
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#
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Gˇi,j otherwise
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In this section, performance of the matrix completion based
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protocol described in Sec. II-A when RA protocol is tuned
such that an arrival rate of  in can be accommodated with
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that:
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very active with variou works using deep learn ng, etc. As
an initial proof of concept investigation, in this paper we
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clearly more advanced techniques can be also used.
In adaptation of our problem we devise the following anal-
ogy: Sectors are analogous to m vies, devices are anal g us
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analogous to movie ratings.
To devise matrix completion, central unit constructs the
following matrix with incomplete ntries denoted by “?”:
G¯i,j “
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from other frames might be included as well, depending on the
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while a window-method example is di cussed i Sec. IV.
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that the rating of a movie is the result of an inner product
between the feature vector of a movie and user’s implicit
preferences on these features (which are not known, directly).
In these linear models, number of features r is assumed to
be much lower than the number of movies and customers. In
our problem, we define X be a matrix of size |D¯f | ˆ r where
each row is the corresponding user’s implicit preferences on
features, while ⇥ is the matrix of size V ˆ r representing the
feature vector of each sector. []. Matrix factorization problem
aims at finding the best ⇥ and X that can approximately con-
struct the original matrix. The following optimization problem
is employed.
min
X,⇥
ÿ
pi,jqP⌦
|G¯i,j ´ Gˇi,j |2 (11)
s.t. Gˇ “ ⇥XT
Let,⇥˚,X˚ be the optimal values, and Gˇ˚ “ ⇥˚X˚T . We
put back the known original values of the matrix as follows:
Gˆi,j “
#
G¯i,j if pi, jq P ⌦
Gˇi,j otherwise
(12)
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decision. At an extreme where   is maxi ized, detection r te
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other extreme, when   is minimized both detection pr bability
( qual t PDmax) and false alarm rate are maximized.
While the two schem s (rand miz d decisio and matrix
compl tion) me ts at the xtremes in terms of detection and
false alarm rates, their performances can be very different in
betw en. In the next section, ur simulations show that trix
completion can exploit the inherent correlation in the links
between different d vices and sectors due to physical channel
conditions that are created by common s atterers, blockers,
etc.
Feature-Based Prediction
Though an analogy is possible, our specific problem has
its differences than a traditional rec.sys. A highly connected
sector loses lots of edges, it is not random sampling. For
example the bias issue. We might have a section ab ut in the
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, performance of the matrix completion based
classification will be compared with the randomized decisions
in terms of detection and false alarm rates as defined in
Sec. III. We will show these comparisons using the RA
protocol described in Sec. II-A when RA protocol is tuned
such that an arrival rate of  in can be accommodated with
delay requirement of 1{⇢.
A. Tuning of the RA scheme in Sec. II-A
Tuning of this scheme (choice of the p parameter) depends
on RA block size, T , arrival rate,  in and delay requirements
1{⇢. As discussed earlier, the scheme should be tuned such
that:
 out “  in and  out • ⇢ ra. (14)
Detection rate is equal to
PD “ Pr
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 1¯ (2)
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“1u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
(3)
while false-alarm rate is equal to
PF “ Pr
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 0¯ (4)
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“0u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“0u
(5)
Thanks to either the ob ervations during random access or
any side information regarding channel-distance conditions in
a network, some entries of Cpfq might be directly available.
We let ⌦pfq be the set of links whose classification is known
by the estimat r. For the classification of the other links, in
the baselin sche e we prop se a scheme that proc sses each
link individually whil in Sec. III-C the propos method
uses the knowledge regarding links in ⌦pfq to estimate the
remaining unclassified links, ⌦pfq. In the following, we drop
the frame dependency from the notation, for example ⌦pfq
will be writt n as ⌦.
B. Baseline
In this section, we present a baseline scheme which obtainspC by determini g first all the C entries that are available
by processing the RA report information per detected de-
vice (i.e., individually): For the jth device, let Cj denote
the column f C associated with this device. Using the
information in the RA reports for the jth detected device,
a subset of entries are readily available. We let the set
⌦1j “ tpi, jq : any BS sector i that d tected the jth d viceu
denote the detected strong links for the jth detected user. By
pre roc ss ng per d vice the RA report, the baseline scheme
is able to infer additional values of the column Cj , resulting
in a set ⌦0j corres onding to all the 0’s in Cj known by the
baseline scheme (see th discussion “Inferring Zeros” at the
end of this section). T en ⌦j “ ⌦1j Y ⌦0j is the set of links
associated t th jth dev c whose classification is known by
the estimator. Set ⌦ “ îjPt1,...,|D¯|u⌦j is the set f already
clas ified li ks, while the rest of the links makes the set ⌦¯.
For li ks that are in ⌦¯, baseline applies randomized decision
with parameter ↵:
Cˆi,jp↵q “
$’&’%
1, if pi, jq P ⌦1,
0, if pi, jq P ⌦0,
1 w. p. ↵, otherwise
(6)
At an extreme when ↵ “ 1, all links in ⌦¯ are classified
as tr ng, thi maximizes both false alarm a d detection rates
at pPD,max, PF,maxq while at another extrem whe ↵ “ 0,
all lin s in ⌦¯ a e cl ssifi d as we k, this minimizes both PD
and PF at pPD,min, PF,minq. By varying ↵ between 0´ 1, we
obtain Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC).4
4
PD,max “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
|⌦1î ⌦¯|∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
,
PF,max “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
| `H¯f pdthrq Y Q¯f pdthrq˘X Lf |
|Lf | .
(7)
PD,min “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
|H¯f pdthrq XHf |
|Hf | ,
PF,min “ 0. (8)
Inferring zeros: Zeros are inferred in two different ways:
First, we use the previously obtained silence or unique device
information from sectors and D¯ to determine some of the
weak links. Second, we use side information regarding sector
locations to determine some weak links.
1) If a device is detected at pilot dimension t, central unit
can infer that at sectors either declared silence at that
dimension or d tected a different device has a weak link
to this specific d vice. Letting VHt denote the set of
sectors that eclared silence for pilot dimension t for the
jth user, the inferred zeros are as follows:
⌦˜0j “
§
t:ojPDt
tpi, jq : i P VHt or i P Vuniq.t , oj ‰ uiptqu
(9)
2) If two BSs are f r away from each other, a device who
has a strong link to a sector of one of the BSs is very
likely to have a weak link to the sectors of other BS as
the device cannot be close enough to both BSs that are
far away from each other. Using this idea, central unit
can classify some of the undetermined links to be weak.
W let dthr be the threshold distance between sectors to
apply this method. 5. Letting ⌦ˇ0p thrq be the set of links
nferred as zeros, we obt i ⌦0 “
´î
j ⌦˜
0
j
¯î
⌦ˇ0pdthrq.6
C. Matrix Completion
Matrix completion is a well-studied problem for various
applications []. A very important application area for matrix
completion is found in recommendation systems. The Netflix
Challenge, where movie r commendations are made to cus-
tomers based on their previous ratings and other user ratings
is a famous exampl . At ts core, this problem can be seen
as estimating the missing entries of a rating matrix where
dimensions f the matrix are the number of movies and the
number of custom rs. While some entries of the matrix are
already known as some customers rate some of the movies, it
is i portant to make a rating estimate for any movie-customer
pair. Since the challenge of Netflix, various solutions have
5Note that with this method some, some strong links can be mis-classified
as weak. dthr can chosen to tune the probability of missing a strong link.
6Dep ndency o thr is discarded for notation simplicity.
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associated to the jth device whose classification is known by
the estimator. Set ⌦ “ îjPt1,...,|D¯|u⌦j is the set of already
classified links, while the rest of the links makes the set ⌦¯.
For links that are in ⌦¯, baseline applies randomized decision
with parameter ↵:
Cˆi,jp↵q “
$’&’%
1, if pi, jq P ⌦1,
0, if pi, jq P ⌦0,
1 w. p. ↵, otherwise
(6)
At an extreme when ↵ “ 1, all links in ⌦¯ are classified
as strong, this maximizes both false alarm and detection rates
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C. Matrix Completion
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dimensions of the matrix are the number of movies and the
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already known as some customers rate some of the movies, it
is important to make a rating estimate for any movie-customer
pair. Since the challenge of Netflix, various solutions have
5Note that with this method some, some strong links can be mis-classified
as weak. dthr can chosen to tune the probability of missing a strong link.
6Dependency on dthr is discarded for notation simplicity.
Detection rate is equal to
PD “ P
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 1¯ (2)
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“1u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
(3)
hile false-alarm rate is equal to
PF “ Pr
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 0¯ (4)
“ limÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“0u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“0u
(5)
Thanks to e r the obs rvations during random access or
any side information regarding channel-distance onditions in
a network, some entries f Cpfq ight be directly availa le.
We let ⌦pfq be t e set of li ks whose cla sificati n is known
by the estimator. For the classification of the th r links, in
the ba line scheme we prop se a sch me that processes each
link ind vidually whil in Sec. III-C the propos d method
u es the kn wled e regarding links in ⌦pfq to esti ate the
remaining nclas ified links, ⌦pfq. In the followi g, w drop
the frame d pendency from th notat on, f r example ⌦pfq
will be w itt as ⌦.
B. Baseline
In this section, we pres nt a bas line scheme which obtainpC by determining first all the C entries that are available
by processi g the RA report information per detected de-
vice (i.e., individually): For th jth device, let Cj denote
t e olumn f C associated with this device. Using the
inform ion in the RA r ports for the jth detected device,
a subset of nt i s are r adily available. W let the set
⌦1j “ tpi, jq : any BS sector i that detected the jth d viceu
denote the detected strong links for the jth detect user. By
preprocessing per device the RA r port the baseline scheme
is able to infer additional values of the column Cj , resulting
in a set ⌦0j corresponding t all the 0’s in Cj known by the
baselin sch me (see the discussion “Inferring Zeros” at the
end of this section). Then ⌦j “ ⌦1j Y ⌦0j is the set of links
associated to the jth device whose cla sification is known by
the estimator. Set ⌦ “ îjPt1,...,|D¯|u⌦j is the set of already
classifi d links, while the rest of the inks makes the set ⌦¯.
For links that are in ⌦¯, baseline applies randomized decisio
with paramet r ↵:
Cˆi,jp↵q “
$’&’%
1, if pi, jq P ⌦1,
0, if pi, jq P ⌦0,
1 w. p. ↵, otherwise
(6)
At an extreme when ↵ “ 1, all links in ⌦¯ are classified
as strong, this maximizes both false alarm and detection rates
at pPD,max, PF,maxq while at another extreme when ↵ “ 0,
all links in ⌦¯ are classified as weak, this minimizes both PD
and PF at pPD,min, PF,minq. By varying ↵ between 0´ 1, we
obtain Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC).4
4
PD,max “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
|⌦1î ⌦¯|∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
,
PF,max “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
| `H¯f pdthrq Y Q¯f pdthrq˘X Lf |
|Lf | .
(7)
PD,min “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
|H¯f pdthrq XHf |
|Hf | ,
PF,min “ 0. (8)
Inferring zeros: Zeros are inferred in two different ways:
First, we use the p eviously obtained silence or unique device
inf rmation fr m sectors and D¯ to determine some of the
weak links. Second, we use side information regarding sector
locations to determine some weak links.
1) If a device is detected at pilot dimension t, central unit
can infer that at sectors either declared silence at that
dimension or detected a different device has a weak link
to this specific device. Letting VHt denote the set of
sectors that declared silence for pilot dimension t for the
jth user, the inferred zeros are as follows:
⌦˜0j “
§
t:ojPDt
tpi, jq : i P VHt or i P Vuniq.t , oj ‰ uiptqu
(9)
2) If two BSs are far away from each other, a device who
has a strong link to a sector of one of the BSs is very
likely to have a weak link to the sectors of other BS as
the device cannot be close enough to both BSs that are
far away from each other. Using this idea, central unit
can classify some of the undetermined links to be weak.
We let dthr be the threshold distanc betw en sectors to
pply this method. 5. Letting ⌦ˇ0pdthrq be the set of links
inferred s zeros, we ob ain ⌦0 “
´î
j ⌦˜
0
j
¯î
⌦ˇ0pdthrq.6
C. Matrix Completion
Matrix completion is a well-studi problem for v rious
applications []. A very important application area f r matrix
completion is found in recommen ation systems. The Netflix
Challenge, where movie recommendations are made to cus-
tomers based on their previous ratings and other user ratings
is a famous example. At its core, this problem can be seen
as estimating the missing entries of a rating matrix where
dimensions of the matrix are the number of movies and the
number of customers. While some entries of the matrix are
already known as some customers rate some of the movies, it
is important to make a rating estimate for any movie-customer
pair. Since the challenge of Netflix, various solutions have
5Note that with this method some, some strong links can be mis-classified
as weak. dthr can chosen to tune the probability of missing a strong link.
6Dependency on dthr is discarded for notation simplicity.
Central unit accumulates pilot observations over many sec-
tors and pilot dimensions as follows: At any frame f and
pilot dimension t, we let Vuniq.f,t be the set of sectors detected
a unique device. Sectors in this subset passes the ID and
the link gain informa ion of their unique user to the central
uni . For any sector v P Vuniq.f,t , let uvpf, tq be the unique
device detected by the sector on this pilot dimension. We
assume that the gain estimate for the link between uvpf, tq and
sector-v is perfect, hence the value of gv,uvpf,tqpfq is assumed
to be available to the central unit. Other sectors passes the
information of a collision or silence to the central unit. Central
unit declares the set of devices detected among all the sectors
at pilot dimension t as:
Df,t “
§
vPVuniq.f,t
tuvpf, tqu. (1)
The set of detected devic s in a fram is the union of these
sets: D¯f “ îTt Df,t.
III. CLASSIFYING THE UNDETERMINED LINKS
In this section we focus on determining, at the central con-
troller, the strengths of as many links between active devices
BS-sectors as possible based on the information provided by
the RA reports of all the BS sectors. Each sector RA report
contains T entries, one per pilot dimension. In particular, for
each t P t1, 2, ..T u, each sector reports collision, silence, of
the id tify of the detected user and the link g .
For ach frame, goal of the c ntral unit is to c ssify
the links between the sectors and detected devices into wo
classes: strong and weak; and furthermore estimate the link
gain for links that are classified as strong. Cl ssifying all these
undetermined links is essential for network operations in a
dense network of sites. When cellular RA (single sector) is
considered, it can be argued probability of detecting a strong
link is equivalent to detecting the user itself. B t this is not
true for dense site networks, where user detection rate can
be much higher than he detection rate of strong links of
these users. Unl s, detection rate of strong links i increased,
detected users might not be served efficiently due to missing
link information even a lot devices are detected.
In Sec. III-A we formulate the strong link detection problem
of interest. In Sec. III-B we present a baseline scheme which
determines all the link strengths it can by processing t e
RA report information per detected device (i.e., i dividually).
Specifically, the central controller processes the sector RA
reports individually (and independently) per device, and, in
the process, infers all the information it can regarding links
between the given device and BS-sectors. In Sec. III-C, inher-
ent correlation between gains of various lin s within a network
is exploited by borrowing techniques from Recommendation
Systems for our detection problem.
A. Problem Formulation
After the detection of devices, next is to detect strong
links. Consider a matrix Gpfq, V ˆ |D¯f | where each row
represents a sector and each column represents detected
user. Entries of this matrix represent the link gains between
corresponding device and sector: Assuming some ordering for
detected devices, such that jth column corresponds to the user
in jth order. We let oj P D¯f be the ID of the, jth detected user,
thenGi,jpfq “ gi,oj pfq. We also letCpfq (hypotheses matrix)
e a V ˆ |D¯f | mat ix, representing the actual classification
of the links, in other wo ds: Ci,jpfq “ 1 if Gi,jpfq •  ;
Ci,jpfq “ 0, otherwise. We are interested in learning as many
of the entries of Ci,j as possible. We let pCpfq be an estimate
of the matrix Cpfq.
Performance of a classification method can be measured
by detection and false alarm rates. Detection is defined as
successfully declaring a strong link as strong and false alarm
is defined as wrongfully declaring a weak link as strong.
Detection rate is equal to
PD “ Pr
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 1¯ (2)
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“1u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“1u
(3)
while false-alarm rate is equal to
PF “ Pr
´pCpfqi,j “ 1|Cpfqi,j “ 0¯ (4)
“ li
NÑ8
1
N
Nÿ
f“1
∞
i,j 1t pCpfqi,j“1,Cpfqi,j“0u∞
i,j 1tCpfqi,j“0u
(5)
Thanks to either the observations during random access or
any side information regarding channel-distance conditions in
a network, some entries of Cpfq might b directly available.
We let ⌦pfq be the s t of links whos classification is known
by the estimator. For the classification of the other li ks, in
the aseline schem w propose a scheme that process s eac
link individually whil in S c. III-C the proposed m th d
uses the knowledge reg rding link n ⌦pfq to estimate the
remaining unclassified links, ⌦pfq. In the fo lowing, we drop
the frame epe dency rom the notation, for example ⌦pfq
will be writt as ⌦.
B. Baseline
In this section, we present a baseline scheme hich obtainspC by determining first all t C entrie that are availabl
by processing the RA report information per det cted de-
vice (i.e., individually): For t e jth device, let Cj deno e
the column of C associated wit this devic . Using the
informati n in the RA reports for the jth detected device,
a subset of entries are readily vail ble. We let the set
⌦1j “ tpi, jq : any BS sector i that detected the jth deviceu
denote the detected strong links for the jth detected user. By
preprocessing per device the RA report, t e baseline scheme
is able to infer additional values of the column Cj , resulting
in a set ⌦0j corresponding t all the 0’ in Cj known by the
bas li e scheme (s e th discussi “Infer i g Zeros” at the
end of this section). Then ⌦j “ ⌦1j Y ⌦0j is th set of links
associated to the jth dev ce whose cla sification is known by
the estimator. Set ⌦ “ îjPt1,...,|D¯|u⌦j is the se f already
classified links, while the rest of the links makes the set ⌦¯.
Fig. 2. Block diagra for matrix completion approach for online ethod
In adapting the matrix pletion problem to our etting,
w rely on the following analogy: BS sectors are analogous
to movies, devices re analogous to customers, and link gains
between devices and sectors are analogo s to movie ratings.
The problem of interest can be readily mapped into an
intermediate matrix completion problem by noting that: (i)
the central unit has vail ble Gi,j f r pi, jq P Ω1; (i ) the fact
that Gi,j ă Γ for pi, jq P Ω0. As a result, w can formulate
the followi g matrix completion roblem:
min
X,Θ
ÿ
pi,jqPΩ1
|Gi,j ´ qGi,j |2 ` ÿ
pi,jqPΩ0
|Γ´ ´ qGi,j |2 (7)
s.t. qG “ ΘXT ,
for some Γ´ appropria ely chosen to optimize performance.4
The solution pX˚,Θ˚q to (7) can be used to classify links
not in Ω. Indeed, by letting pG˚ “ Θ˚X˚T , a hypothesis test
can be employed for all pi, jq R Ω, of the form
pCi,j “ #1 if pGi˚,j ě β
0 otherwise
, (8)
whereby β is chosen so that the false-alarm probability does
not exceed a pre-assigned value PF . Varying β between
minp pGq nd maxp pGq can control the detection and false alarm
rates, similar to the way the value of α controls these rates
in the randomized baseline decision scheme. A block diagra
for the proposed online-method is shown in Fig. 2.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of the matrix
completion based sector-device link classification against that
of the baseline scheme in terms of detection and false alarm
rates as defined in Sec. III.
We consider a network layout involving B “ 100 BSs and
large numbers of devices, both uniformly distributed over a
square geographical area of size 316 mˆ 316 m. Each BS has
S “ 4 sectors. The four sector orientation is chosen randomly
and independently per BS. Fig. 3 shows such a sample layout:
BSs are shown with squares and devices are shown with dots
(only 500 devices are shown for representational clarity).
The link strengths between BS-sectors and devices re
determined via a generalization of the one-reflection pathloss
model in [8] (described in detail Appendix B. Fig. 4 provides
a plot of the strengths of all the links between the 400 BS-
sectors and the 500 devices in Fig. 3 as a function of link
4Practical aspects of the optimization problem, regarding rank selection,
regularization etc. are discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3. Sample layout ncluding BSs, scatterers, blockers and users.
Fig. 4. Pathloss between RRH sectors and devices as a function of distance.
distance. The horizontal line in the figure, set at Γ “ ´18
dB, reflects the a priori network-d fined threshold, separating
strong links from weak ones. As the figure reveals, links at
similar distances c n yield a broad rang of link strengths.
At the same time, the probability that a give link is strong
decreas s as a function of the distanc .
Our comparisons are based on the use of the RA protocol
in Sec. II-A, and are tuned such that an arrival rate of
λin “ 500 devices can be accommodated with an expected
delay requirement of 1{ρ, where ρ “ 0.99. The RA-block
within each frame is assumed to have an overhead of T “ θλin
pilot dimensions, where θ “ T {λin denotes the relative
overheads of the RA scheme. Given λin “ 500 and ρ “ 0.99,
the target operating point is λtar.out “ 500 and λtar.ra “ 506. With
this configuration 99% of t active devices are detected on
average during t RA block of a single f ame. Implicit in h s
operating-poin specification, however, is the choice of th p
parameter, which, given a particular T overhead, guarantees
λ ut “ λtar.out “ λin, with delay requirements 1{ρ.
In principle the value of the p parameter can be d term ned
and tuned via simulations. In particular, as discussed in Sec. II,
in order to stabilize the queues and, in additio , meet the delay
requirements, the scheme should guarantee the following:
λout “ λin and λout ě ρλra. (9)
Hence, given λin and T , we can st mate λout and λra as
a function of p via simulations, and subsequently use the p
value that satisfies the constraints in (9).
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Fig. 5. λout vs. p curves for various RA overheads
As an alternative to extensive simulations, we develop a
simple method for predicting the value of p yielding (9) and
investigate its match in the parameter range of interest based
on simulations. The method is based on modeling the device
detection process at each sector. This model assumes that, at
any given slot t out of the T slots in the RA training block,
each active user not yet detected has a probability equal to
some value q to be detected in that slot (independent of all
other users). Based on this rudimentary model, we can derive
the following rule-of-thumb formula between λmodelout and λra:
λmodelout pq, T q “ λra
“
1´ p1´ qqT ‰ . (10)
For the network in Fig. 3, Fig. 5 shows a simulation-based
evaluation of the efficacy of the formula in (10) using q “ p
and λra “ λtar.ra “ 506, as a function of θ “ T {λin and p.
As the figure reveals, the λout value predicted by the model
matches simulations especially well for the values of p that
maximize λout and the values of θ that can reach λout. As
a result, for any given operating point of interest given by a
triplet of (ρ, λin, θ) values, we set p “ p˚pθq “ 1´p1´ρq 1θλin .
Fig. 6 shows the probability of detection vs. false alarm of
strong links for various θ values. For each θ value, the dotted
line depicts the performance of the baseline scheme, while the
associated dashed curve corresponds to the matrix-completion
online method. The red solid curve in the figure shows the
performance of the matrix-completion method at θ “ 0.2,
operating over a window of the two last frames (current and
most recent past frame) in predicting the links of current-frame
active devices. As the figure reveals, the online methods yield
sizable advantages in predicting strong links. Furthermore, the
performance improves when the online method is applied over
a window of the two most recent frames.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the efficacy of matrix-completion algo-
rithms in classifying the strengths of links between detected
devices and RRH sectors, based on C-RAN RA observa-
tions collected across a wide-area network. Our analysis
and simulations reveal that such purely data-driven schemes
can significantly improve link classification. More important,
link classification becomes more accurate when the proposed
methods are applied over windows of consecutive RA frames,
allowing the algorithm to work on larger numbers of devices.
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Fig. 6. Detection probability vs. False Alarm for various RA overheads
Our work indicates the existence of an efficient representa-
tion for the collection of link-strength device vectors in terms
of a low-dimensional “feature” subspace. One can foresee that,
with lots of IoT devices, these feature vectors can be accurately
learned and subsequently used to make link predictions per
device. Such techniques are left for future work.
APPENDIX
A. Notes on the practical issues of matrix completion problem
For simplicity, we let Γ´ “ Γ in (7) and add regularization
terms:
min
X,Θ
ř
pi,jqPΩ1 |Gi,j ´ qGi,j |2 ` řpi,jqPΩ0 |Γ´ qGi,j |2
` λp}Θ}2F ` }X}2F q (11)
s.t. Gˇ “ ΘXT ,
where } ¨ }F denotes the Frobenius norm. In (11), the first
two terms indicate the sum square of estimation error, while
the third term represents the regularization factor to reduce the
overfitting effect [13]. Although (11) is not jointly convex with
Θ and X, it is a convex quadratic function of one variable if
we fix others. Therefore, a simple block descent algorithm can
be considered to achieve a local optimal solution:
‚ Following the first order optimality condition, find the
update equations of Θ and X, respectively.
‚ With a random initialization, iteratively evaluate variables
by update equations until the estimation error converges
or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
To achieve a sub-optimal solution of the matrix factorization
problem and estimate unknown links, we fix the parameter
settings in Tab. I empirically, where  is the parameter to lower
bound the normalized sum square of estimation error over the
training data (known link entries):ř
pi,jqPΩ1 |Gi,j ´ Gˇi,j |2 `
ř
pi,jqPΩ0 |Γ´ Gˇi,j |2ř
pi,jqPΩ1 |Gi,j |2 `
ř
pi,jqPΩ0 |Γ|2
ě . (12)
Therefore, either (12) is satisfied or the number of iterations
reaches its maximum, the algorithm stops and outputs the
result of matrix factorization.
TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF COLLABORATIVE FILTERING
λ 20
r 200
Step size of gradient descent 5ˆ 10´5
Maximum no. of iterations 1000
 10´2
B. Channel model
We consider a radio access network (RAN) with B RRHs
and K UEs. Each RRH is equipped with an M-element
uniform linear array (ULA), while each UE is equipped with
a single antenna. With the assumption of the block fading
channel [14], the channel response vector between the j-th
RRH and the k-th UE, i.e., hjk P CMˆ1, can be represented
as
hjk “
Njkÿ
n“1
a
Ljk,nβjk,napθDjk,nqe´j2piτjk,nf , (13)
which is a superposition of MPCs. In (13), f is the carrier
frequency, Njk indicates the number of MPCs between RRHj
and UEk, and Ljk,n is the large scale loss for the n-th MPC
of link RRHj-to-UEk. β „ CN p0, 1q reflects the small scale
fading following complex Gaussian distribution, and τ is the
propagation time of MPC. θD represents the direction of
departure (DOD) from the perspective of RRH, and apθDq
is the steering vector with respect to θD:
apθDq fi r1, e´j2pi dant. cos θDλ , ..., e´j2pipM´1q dant. cos θDλ sT ,
(14)
where dant. and λ indicate the antenna spacing and wave-
length, respectively. Note that we only consider the two-
dimensional channel model in the azimuth domain in (13),
but it can be easily generalized to incorporate the elevation
domain.
Within the stationarity region of the second order channel
statistics, long-term channel parameters, including DODs of
MPCs rθDjk,ns and large scale loss rLjk,ns remain approxi-
mately the same for a relatively long period of time, which
can be equivalent to hundreds of coherence blocks [15]. On the
other hand, small scale variables, e.g., rβjk,ns, remain the same
within the coherence time and coherence bandwidth, but vary
independently across different blocks. Therefore, based on the
assumption of uncorrelated scattering, similar to [16], we can
achieve the close-form expression of channel covariance as a
function of long-term large scale parameters:
Kjk fi Erhjkh:jks “
Njkÿ
n“1
Ljk,napθDjk,nqa:pθDjk,nq. (15)
We consider the DFT based virtual sectorization within each
RRH, where each sector is formed by spatially filtering the
ULA signal through a contiguous set of sector-specific DFT
beams. Define ΩM as the M ˆM normalized DFT matrix
(each column has unit norm), we acquire the average sector
gain between the i-th sector of RRHj and UEk as
Gpi` pj ´ 1qS, kq “ trpΩ:M pSji, :qKjkΩM pSji, :qq,@i, j, k,
(16)
where G P RBSˆK` indicates the sector gain matrix, S is
the number of sectors per RRH, and Sji denotes set of DFT
beam indices for the i-th sector of RRHj . Splitting all DFT
beam tones equally among sectors of an RRH, we have Sji fi
tx|1` pi´ 1qMS ď x ď iMS , x P Z`u.
To generate synthetic channel profiles, we implement a geo-
metric stochastic channel model (GSCM) [8], which captures
the propagation characteristics of direct LOS path and non-
direct reflected path. Since MPCs interacting with multiple
objects will usually suffer severe propagation loss, especially
at high frequencies [17], we only consider the non-direct
path with single-bounce scattering. Blockage effects [18] are
also incorporated by adding circle-shaped blockers so that the
existence of direct path is determined geometrically.
For the attenuation of the direct path, we utilize a smooth
transition function [19]:
gpdq “ p1` d

q´α, (17)
where d ě 0 denotes the separation distance between two
link ends, and  and α indicate the breakpoint distance and
pathloss exponent, respectively. Regarding to the non-direct
paths, we combine the separate loss from RRH-to-scatterer
and scatterer-to-UE:
fpduz, dzrq “ agpduzqgpdzrq, (18)
which is commonly used for modeling reflected path atten-
uation [14]. In (18), a ď 1 is the attenuation coefficient of
NLOS path, and duz and dzr denote the distance of UE -to-
scatterer and scattere-to-RRH, respectively. More discussions
on the validity of (18) can be found in [8].
In conclusion, we briefly summarize the procedures of
channel modeling below:
‚ In the operating area, randomly drop RRHs, UEs, scatter-
ers, and blockers satisfying separate Poisson point process
(PPP).
‚ For the direct path of a particular link, if it is blocked by
any blocker, there is no LOS path for that link.
‚ Calculate the attenuation rLjk,ns of LOS path and NLOS
path according to (17) and (18), respectively.
‚ Remove weak NLOS paths, whose attenuation is below
than a threshold γpath.
Since scatterers of a link are usually not too far away from
either the RRH or the UE, the last step will eliminate non-
realistic paths, and maintain the set of effective scatterer for
every link, respectively. Note that this GSCM model provides
an implementation of the common scatterer concept used, e.g.,
in COST 2100 [20].
With the synthetic channel profiles, we can extract the
angle information rθDjk,ns following the geometric relations of
RRH, scatterer, and UE. Combining with the knowledge of
large scale loss rLjk,ns, we acquire the sector gain matrix G
according to (15) and (16).
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